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Importance:
I look at Kindegarten as the foundation in someone’s eduational career. You learn all 

the basics, 

● 1 + 1 = 2

● A, B, C’s

● Proper manners

Those things stay with you forever, so if we start now by showing them good relaxation 

skills and use them on a daily basis to practice, then those will stay with them forever 

too. 



Skill: Listing
This is great because not only does it distract the mind, it can be educational. This is 

how it works…

● They can list out loud in a whisper voice or in their head. They can also write 

them down as they get older. 

● The child can list in categories, alphabetical, things they like, etc. 

○ For example: alligator, bear, cow, dog, elephant…

● They can also list what they see in their environment

○ For example: If a child were in a classroom they would say, tables, chairs, rug, toys, etc. 



Listing Example:
Ian is demonstrating how the 

Listing technique is used properly. 

In this demonstration, Ian gets 

upset and then begins listing sea 

animals. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ciKT_IUPZIonFTu53S7a5mDVbqJfk043/preview


Skill: Grounding 
The 5 4 3 2 1 Exercise consists of 5 things someone sees, 4 things they feel, 3 things 

they touch, 2 things they smell, and 1 thing they taste. 

● Kids can list them off verbally or in their head. 

● They can visualize their favorite place and determine what the 5 4 3 2 1 would be 

there. 



Grounding Example:
My little brother, Ian, is 

demonstrating how to ground 

yourself when you’re feeling 

overwhelmed.  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1UB8fvYQefyMFk4l1iQsBA7mwqfogKX4m/preview


Skill: Stretching
Yoga has been proven to 

help someone relax, and is 

great to learn. However, 

you can’t do Yoga with one 

student and expect them 

all not to join. 

Here is a great stretch that 

a child can do when feeling 

overwhlmed. 

(Please dismiss Ian’s loud grunt in the beginning, 

the fun of helping me had worn off)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/12Mv6RhuCFsNeWd4nV9d0F8qv-zdSvwsi/preview


How teachers can help:
Having a Calmdown box is a great thing to have. Inside this box includes…

● Laminated cards to remind the students what steps to take. 

● Something to keep their hands occupid

○ Puddy, squishy ball, rubix cube, etc. 

● Paper and crayons 

Give the student 5 minutes with this at a desk or corner in the classroom. 



Conclusion:
Growing up is a scary thing and learning new things can be scary, especially if you 

really didn’t know anything before. Practicing these skills, set the kids up for greatness 

as they get older. Learning how to calm your body down is a great skill to have. 
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